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Team Maelstrom hails from Middleton High School in Tampa, Florida, which has a decade-long history in
FIRST robotics. Beginning with an FRC team in 2004, to our first FTC team in 2008, and then a VEX team
in 2012; Middleton Robotics has been setting the standard for gracious professionalism and
performance in FIRST robotics for the state of Florida.
This year’s game, FIRST Res-Q, brought about many challenges for Team Maelstrom. Immediately after
the game reveal, our team collaborated in person and then online to brainstorm ideas. Robot design and
scoring strategies were discussed at length and initial designs included a robot with truck tires to hurdle
the bars or ‘churros’ going up the ramp. We thought this would give us the push needed to climb that
mountain. We soon figured out that this was not the best plan.
The design then started on a robot with tank-like treads to hurdle the ‘churros’ on the mountain. We
even created our own tank treads for this purpose (pg B-2), but the design was lacking. Green Grippy
Tread became our tread of choice for a while. Our biggest problem there was keeping the treads on the
wheels. Different wheels, guides and tensioners were fashioned, but we still experienced issues (pg B10).
Attempting to think outside the box, we changed to a V-belt tread and using pulleys as wheels (pg B-1819). The new tread was a step in the right direction, but our wheels were still not right. When we were
unable to locate exactly what we had in mind, we decided to create our own. Middleton High School’s
engineering instructor, Mrs. Susan Gerena, was kind enough to help us 3D print our new wheels (pg B20). Thank you Mrs. Gerena!
We then set our sights on designing the lift to collect balls and cubes and a bucket to store and deposit
them. Borrowing pieces from Middleton’s sister FTC team 1369-Minotaur robot, we fashioned a lift and
bucket system that, we thought, could collect both balls and cubes effectively. Our scrimmage during
Halloween Res-Q proved this was not the case. More thought and redesign was needed for the collector
and bucket system.
Wheels versus treads is an on-going problem for us. While we are continually trying to tweak our tread
design, we often come back to using wheels as our treads are not holding up. We’ve been trying out
new ideas from all team members including: glue, staples, rivets, and rubber coating (pg B-22 & B-29).
As a compromise to our inability to climb the mountain, redesign has begun on a new bucket scoring
mechanism. It’s not quite come together yet, but we realize this season is not a sprint, but a marathon.
Programming has been ongoing with help from our team mentor, Mr. Vatsan Madabushi, who is a
computer software engineer by trade. While Java and the app driven code is new to all of us, we have a
few team members who have already learned the basics of this coding process in school. Our strategy
with programming has been to focus on the tele-op portion of the game, then concentrate on the
autonomous code. As we approach Middleton Madness, programming is almost complete for our
current robot design.
Nine weeks into the season has already brought many challenges for our team. Even though we have
had to redesign the drivetrain and lift system several times, we are progressing well when we work
together and think outside the box. We are looking forward to this being a productive season of
collaboration, innovation, and success competing in FTC’s FIRST Res-Q!
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FTC Team 3846 – Our History
FTC Team 3846 was started in 2009 as the second FTC team at Middleton High School. Originally, it was
named 'Aionios Typonas' which, loosely translated, is Latin for 'infinite hurricane'.
After a few disappointing seasons, the 2012-13 season started
with new team leadership and the team was renamed to
Maelstrom. The name change, new leadership, and new
membership had great results. The team won State, defeating
their sister team Masquerade in the championship round, and
was invited to the World Championships where they won their division and made it to the championship
round. In 2014, they won State again, were invited to the newly instituted Super Regional Tournament in
San Antonio, TX, and earned a bid to the World Championships for a second straight year.
The 2014-15 and 2015-16 seasons brought about more changes in leadership and mentorship. In 2015,
the team only made it to the State tournament. This season, the team is excited about the Android
technology being used and are eager to learn. We are looking forward to a successful season of FIRST
Res-Q and representing Middleton High School.
Middleton High School is a Magnet school known for its STEM program – Science, Technology,
Engineering and Mathematics. We are located in Tampa, Florida, which is within Hillsborough County.
The robotics program is supported by the following faculty and administration:
•
•
•
•

Mrs. Kim Moore, Principal
Mrs. Kathy Freriks, Lead Teacher for Magnet Programs
Mr. Scott Mead, Engineering Magnet Teacher
Mrs. Susan Gerena, Engineering Magnet Teacher

A little history about Middleton High School…
In 1934, the Hillsborough County School Board named the original Middleton
High School after local African American civic leader, George S. Middleton.
The school’s namesake was a businessman and civic leader who came to
Tampa from South Carolina in the late 1800’s. He worked as a postman,
helped organize the Tampa Negro Band of Trade, and championed several
efforts to improve additional opportunities for children.
Mr. Middleton later became secretary and treasurer of the Central Life Insurance
Company, president of the Negro State Fair Association, and founder of the Tampa
Service Club of the Negro YMCA. The original Middleton High School was named in his honor on March
17, 1935. The colors maroon and gold were selected as the school colors, and the Tiger as the mascot.
After 2 years of construction on 53 acres of land, and $46
million, the new George S. Middleton High School opened in
August 2002. Deemed then as Hillsborough County’s most
technologically advanced High School, Middleton’s varied and
diverse opportunities offer programs for students at every
level.
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Back row: Adam Cook, Victor Abrego, Jason Ramos, Daniel Couch, Jonathan Goldney,
Ronald Carvajal, Vatsan Madabushi
Front row: Jaime Abrego, Orlando Ventura, Manu Gummaraju, Varun Madabushi,
Lars Tatum, Mandela Lee
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Varun
Madabushi

FTC Team: 3846
Maelstrom
My name is Varun Madabushi and I’m a junior this year. I am
captain of Team Maelstrom and do a little bit of everything. I
started out as a programmer but I like the mechanical side so I
decided I want to do more building. I did a lot of CAD for this robot.
This is my 5th year in robotics. The only robotics I’ve ever done is
FTC but I’ve played around with Lego NXT kits. I also did FTC in
middle school and now in high school; I was never on a formal FLL
team though. I was attracted to it because robotics just seemed
pretty cool to do. It all started with Lego NXT. I attended a summer
camp once and that’s where I learned what FTC was all about. After
that, I met Paul Bresnan and joined Neutrinos for 2 years. Then I
came to Middleton and that’s when I knew I wanted to do
engineering as a career. Other than robotics, I play the piano and
I’m doing FBLA. I want to study electrical or mechanical
engineering and I’m looking at Stanford, GA Tech and University of
Michigan. For this season, our goal is to make it to at least Super
Regionals. I really want to see that robot climb the mountain!
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Middleton High
School

Junior

Team Captain

Sub Teams:
Drivetrain & CAD

Jaime
Abrego

FTC Team: 3846
Maelstrom
My name is Jaime Abrego and I am in 9th grade. I like to do
building and now I am getting into scouting. I did three years of
FLL in middle school and I’ve been to a lot of FTC tournaments
with my older brother, Victor. FLL was a lot of fun and I’ve seen
how FTC is - the thrill of tournaments and all - and I wanted to be
part of that. I had previous build experience from my years with
FLL so I’m using those skills here on Maelstrom. When I grow up I
want to be an architect and for college I’d like to go to USF or UCF.
We have high hopes for the team and we’re going to make it very far
this year. I am really hoping we can not only go to Worlds but
maybe even win!

Middleton High
School

Freshman

Sub Teams:
Scoring &
Notebook
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Victor
Abrego

FTC Team: 3846
Maelstrom
12th

My name is Victor Abrego and I am in
grade. This year I’m
helping with building the robot and I’m going to be helping as
driving coach down on the playing field. This is my 4th year of FTC,
and with Maelstrom. Before that I participated in 2 years of FLL in
middle school. I was attracted to robotics when Brian Neuman
came to my middle school and showed us the Masquerade robot. I
have Inventor and mechanical solutions experience. This year is a
steady climb until we get to state and then, after that, we will create
a world-class robot for Super Regionals and Worlds.

Middleton High
School

Senior

Sub Teams:
Scoring, CAD &
Driving Coach
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Ronald
Carvajal

FTC Team: 3846
My name is Ronald Carvajal and I am in 10th grade. On Team
Maelstrom, I am in charge of the engineering notebook this year. I
take notes at each meeting, type them up and email them to our
captain, Varun, along with any pictures I take so we can add them
to the notebook. I didn’t do robotics in middle school – it wasn’t
offered. When I came to high school, I looked at joining one of clubs
and robotics looked like the most engaging out of all that were
offered. Mostly, I’m just pretty good at taking notes and I’m open to
new ideas. I’m always willing to try new things which is good
because there’s always another way to look at things. I think this
team is a lot better than last year. We seem to be more organized
and Varun, our captain, always makes sure everyone has something
to do – even the freshmen. He makes sure no one is bored and
everyone is engaged. If we continue with this level of effort from
everyone, we should be able to make it to the World
Championships.

Maelstrom

Middleton High
School

Sophomore

Sub Teams:
Notebook &
Scoring: People &
Lights
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Adam
Cook

FTC Team: 3846
Maelstrom
11th

Hello. I am Adam Cook and am in the
grade in Middleton High
School’s Engineering program. Before this year, I’ve had 2 years’
experience with robotics – both on FTC Team 1369 Minotaur. I was
attracted to the club because I wanted to learn about robots. I wish
to become a civil or industrial engineer and attend USF. The skill I
bring to the team is that I am good at coming up with design ideas.
What I do mostly for the team is CAD design, but sometimes I help
build too. This year I hope to participate more in building and
would also like to try driving the robot during tournaments. This
team is off to a great start this year and I think we’re going to do
well. I bet we get all the way to Super Regionals with this robot.

Middleton High
School

Junior

Sub Teams:
Drivetrain & CAD
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Daniel
Couch

FTC Team: 3846
Maelstrom
12th

My name is Daniel Couch and I am in
grade this year. I am a
builder with Lars. I did FLL one year in middle school. It was a class
where we had to build robots and test with robotics programming.
This is my first year in robotics FTC and with Maelstrom. I played
baseball at Middleton before this. Friends attracted me to the club
and all the excitement from the World Championships with the
school teams. I plan on going to college for mechanical engineering
and have been considering UF, USF and UCF. I have knowledge of
building different stuff and am taking a class in java so I can help
with programming. I had Mr. Mead’s engineering classes the last 2
years, so I know about mechanics. My hope for this team this year is
to win Worlds!

Middleton High
School

Senior

Sub Teams:
Scoring: Hanging
Strategy
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Jonathan
Goldney

FTC Team: 3846
Maelstrom
10th

My name is Jonathan Goldney and I’m in
grade. My main role
on the team is to help build the robot. Outside of robotics, I like to
play baseball or anything athletic and I am working to become a
mechanical engineer. This is my second year in the FTC program
and both years I have been on Team 3846 Maelstrom. I am glad to
be on this team, I have great teammates and we will do great this
season and have fun doing it. My hope for the team this year is to
reach the world championships and be in the top 5.

Middleton High
School

Sophomore

Sub Teams:
Scoring Strategy
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Manu
Gummaraju

FTC Team: 3846
Maelstrom
9th

My name is Manu Gummaraju and I’m in
grade. I usually help
out building the robot. I don’t know yet how everything works or
what it’s called but I’m learning. It’s not only about the robot but
also about general engineering. Before this year, I went to a
summer camp called FLATE at HCC. This is really my first robotics
club experience tho. I like the engineering and wanted to get
involved with robotics and learn how build one from the ground up.
For my career, I want to be an aerospace engineer for Lockheed
Martin, Boeing, or NASA, and I would like to go to MIT. I think I’m
a good addition to the team because I notice details and am good
with general measurements so I’ve been doing a lot in the shop with
the band saw. I think we’re going to do well. I like the design of the
robot; the ideas are good. If we finish it up and everything is
working I think we’ll make it to States and Super Regionals.
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Middleton High
School

Freshman

Sub Teams:
Drivetrain

Mandela
Lee

FTC Team: 3846
My name is Mandela Lee and I’m in the 9th grade, studying biomedical
and engineering. On the team, I mostly work with electronics and other
building parts. I first learned about Maelstrom when I was in 8th grade
and I went to Middleton Madness for Open House. I saw Team Maelstrom
in action during the tournament. They had an exciting energy as they were
trying to get the balls in the tall goals and I thought THAT would be
something fun to do. I didn’t attend any robotics camps and had no FLL
experience before joining FTC. I joined Maelstrom and met Varun and
saw how he is with his team and I thought it would be good to be on his
team and learn about robotics from him and Maelstrom. At home, I built
soccer robots that would spit out balls and shoot goals. I built these robots
to compete with my older sister who built her own soccer robot. It was fun
and got me interested in robotics. I work well with electrical and with the
team and I’m also good at putting together the drivetrain. I like that on
the team we each get to have input and make changes to the robot and
game strategy. I’ve been working with building the drivetrain, electronics
board, and wiring. And I also helped create the treads with rivets. I think
we’ll make it to worlds as long as we get everything done in CAD and
come up with a strong game plan. Someday I want to be a bio engineer.
Specifically an engineer who works to alter, create, or change biomedical
parts. That could mean working with plants, not necessarily people, and
how the parts work and function. Not necessarily directly pertaining to
humans, but focusing on humans. I hope to someday attend MIT and
major in engineering and business.
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Maelstrom

Middleton High
School

Freshman

Sub Teams:
Scoring: Hanging
Strategy

Jason
Ramos
My name is Jason Ramos and I am currently in the 10th grade at Middleton
High School. Overall, I act as a builder for the team as well as within my subteam. This is my first year in FTC or in any FIRST robotics program, making
a lot of the parts of being on an FTC team new to me. So far Maelstrom has
treated me well, we have done much better than the team I last came from
and the future only looks brighter. I joined the robotics program as
something fun to do on the side and make use of some of my past design and
construction skills. I was also swayed by the club’s popularity and its overall
appeal as something interesting to do. In terms of skills, I am able to higher
level electronics work as well as CAD work with our robot alongside the
obvious factor of my construction skills. Outside of robotics I do a lot of
things, from camping to computers and everything in between. A large part of
my interests stem around modification, whether it be hardware or software.
In the future I plan to work in the field of Computer Science or Information
Technology, specifically as a hardware or systems architect. For college, the
dream is MIT but in all reality my main goal is to go to Georgia Tech; with
Florida Polytech as a stepping stone. Being on this team is a lot of fun, getting
to work on interesting projects and problems with people who are fun to be
around. While we have a lot of fun I also believe we have the potential to
return to worlds and outdo our 2nd place title at Worlds back in 2013.
Overall, I aim to help our team make it to worlds and succeed.
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FTC Team: 3846
Maelstrom

Middleton High
School

Sophomore

Sub Teams:
Hanging Strategy

Lars
Tatum

FTC Team: 3846
My name is Lars Tatum. This is my second year of high school, but I
am a senior this year. I am a robot design and construction
specialist this year on Team Maelstrom. I did FLL for 1 year in
middle school and this is my second year of FTC in high school. I
enjoy designing and building things and that attracted me to
robotics. I bring design skills involving higher mathematics,
physics, computer CAD design and management skills. Outside of
robotics, I am a musician. I am also taking duel enrollment and
online courses so I can graduate from Middleton early. I am
interested in a career in engineering or technology and am looking
at attending a Florida college. I think this team will make it to states
for sure, but it’s hard to say after that. Sometimes in robotics what
happens, happens and it’s hard to say after that.

Maelstrom

Middleton High
School

Senior

Sub Teams:
Drivetrain & CAD
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Orlando
Ventura

FTC Team: 3846
My name is Orlando Ventura and I am in 9th grade this year. My
role on the team is spare everything, freshman. I do what I can and
if there’s nothing to do, I try to find something to do. Before this
year I haven’t really done any robotics. I do have some building
experience since I played with Legos a lot. The thing that attracted
me the most to robotics was how popular it was at the school and it
looked fun meeting other people going to tournaments around the
US and meeting other new people. I would like to become a game
designer, engineer, or architect and am thinking about Eckerd
College, Purdue or even maybe somewhere in Canada. I am still
learning robotics tho. This group of guys is awesome and we have a
lot of fun but we get a lot of work done too. For a fact I know were
going to go to Worlds!

Maelstrom

Middleton High
School

Freshman

Sub Teams:
Scoring Strategy
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Vatsan
Madabushi

My name is Vatsan Madabushi. I am Maelstrom’s adult mentor and
tor-mentor. Ha ha ha! My responsibilities are to make give the team
a direction, and make sure everybody keeps all of their fingers and
toes. My background is in computer science and I work as a
software engineer for Verizon Wireless. I started with robotics as an
adult co-founder for Neutrinos 4 years ago. When my son started at
Middleton High School almost 3 years ago, I left Neutrinos and I
was involved as a helping hand for Maelstrom. Burce Neuman was
the team mentor at that time. This year I want the kids to learn
engineering. I want them to learn to think on their feet and out of
the box. Given time, anybody can solve a problem. The guys who
make it are the ones who are able to find a path to a solution within
a finite amount of time, and quickly. My goal is to prepare the team
for Super Regionals. I also plan to come back next year in some
fashion whether my son is a team captain or in another position.
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FTC Team: 3846
Maelstrom

Middleton High
School

Adult Mentor

Outreach: Neighborhood Clean-Up
Date:

Saturday, September 19, 2015

Location:

Middleton High School & Surrounding Community

Attendees: Victor Abrego, Adam Cook, Jonathan Goldney, Manu Gummaraju, Jason Ramos, Lars Tatum

As part of the Hillsborough River & Coastal Cleanup, the Middleton Robotics Club gathered to participate in the
Keep Tampa Bay Beautiful campaign. Specifically we cleaned up Middleton High School and the Clarence Fort
Freedom Trail which is just down Osborne Street from the school. This was a good opportunity to help the
community and also to get to know our new robotics family.
Manu’s impressions:
We were assigned areas to clean up around the school. My group was assigned the road going into the student
parking, along Wilder Ave. Once we cleaned up the student parking lot and car rider pick-up lane, we went into
the school and cleaned up around the football field and under the stands. Then we went back into the school
and cleaned up the courtyard area between the buildings. It felt good to see the clean school after and having
no trash anywhere.
Adam’s impressions:
Today was the Middleton community cleanup that we used for outreach. Jonathan, Victor, Manu, Lars and I
were all there from our team. At the cleanup we were split into different groups that went around the school,
down Osborn or to the trail down Osborn to collect trash. My group went around the school and down to the
football field. In total we got a lot of trash collected that is no longer on the streets. Other groups went in other
directions around the school and down the street toward a park. We collected many bags of garbage. There
were a lot of candy wrappers, soda cans, a couple of dirty diapers, a tire and just general trash.
It felt really good to clean up the area and looking back, it looked a lot nicer when we were done. I understand
we’ll be going back and doing another area clean-up soon so we’ll be able to help keep our school and the
surrounding area looking nice.
Here is a group picture of all of the Middleton Robotics Club students and parents who participated that day:
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Outreach: FLL Lego Build Day
Date:

Saturday, September 12, 2015

Location:

Middleton High School

Attendees: Ronald Carvajal, Adam Cook, Jonathan Goldney, Mandela Lee, Lars Tatum

In order to help out the community FLL teams, we met the morning of our FTC game reveal and built the
‘challenges’ needed for this year’s FLL TRASH TREK Challenge. The students were split up into groups of three or
four and given packages and instructions on how to build the mission models. If the group finished with their
models, they were encouraged to help out other groups or grab additional bags of mission models to be built. It
took a few hours, but the students completed all of their model assembling in time for the FTC game reveal.
From the website www.firstlegoleague.org: We’re not talking trash – we’re cleaning it up!
In the 2015 FIRST® LEGO League TRASH TREKSM Challenge, more than 233,000
children ages 9 to 16* from over 80 countries will explore the fascinating world of trash.
From collection, to sorting, to smart production and reuse, there is more to your trash
than meets the eye. Join FIRST LEGO League teams on a Trash Trek to discover the
hidden (or not so hidden) world of trash!

Notes from Jonathan: On Saturday, we were assigned bags to build Legos for the FLL tournaments. On the
computer we looked up the instructions on how to build each ‘challenge’ for the playing field. Each group had a
different ‘challenge’ to build and we had to build 2 of each.
Notes from Adam: We gathered in the Middleton cafeteria to help build Lego League tournament ‘missions. I
worked in a group of 3 students and we built 2 identical objects for their playing field. It felt good to help the FLL
teams get their fields ready for the season.
A few of the mission models the Maelstrom students helped to build:

Composter

East & west transfer

Sorter
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Outreach: FLL Workshop
Date:

Saturday, September 26, 2015

Location:

Middleton High School

Attendees: Varun Madabushi, Jonathan Goldney, Lars Tatum,

On September 26 we participated in outreach for FLL. Varun Madabushi and Jonathan Goldney assisted in
building tables for the FLL teams to practice on. Varun and Jonathan removed plywood from prebuilt tables by
removing the screws from the supports. Then, the team members replaced the existing plywood with more
sturdy plywood. They made this change because the plywood that was previously on was not strong enough to
properly support the robots. While disassembling the tables some tables could not be rebuilt with materials. So,
any parts that could be salvaged were and those which could not be salvaged were properly disposed of. Then,
the new tables were built. After the tables were built the event was over. The newly built tables were placed in a
trailer to be transported to the next FLL competition.

From the website www.firstlegoleague.org: We’re not talking trash – we’re cleaning it
up! In the 2015 FIRST® LEGO League TRASH TREKSM Challenge, more than
233,000 children ages 9 to 16* from over 80 countries will explore the fascinating
world of trash. From collection, to sorting, to smart production and reuse, there is
more to your trash than meets the eye. Join FIRST LEGO League teams on a Trash
Trek to discover the hidden (or not so hidden) world of trash!

Table assembly instructions:
long
border
wall

short
border
wall

table
surface

stiffener
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Outreach: ROBOTOCON
Date:

Saturday, October 10, 2015

Location:

University of Tampa

Attendees: Varun Madabushi, Jaime Abrego, Victor Abrego, Ronald Carvajal, Adam Cook, Daniel Couch,
Jonathan Goldney, Manu Gummaraju, Mandela Lee, Jason Ramos, Lars Tatum, Orlando Ventura

ROBOTICON Tampa Bay is a FIRST Robotics Showcase and off season competition that combines a full scale offseason FRC event, with Jr. FLL, FLL & FTC practice with a career and college expo, workshops, industry exhibits
and more. This free and open to the public event provides a fun and unique way for everyone to see and enjoy
the hands-on Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics that FIRST offers.
Listed as one of Tampa Bay Times’ 5 things to do under $5 Oct. 8-14, nearly 2000 people participated in or
visited the ROBOTICON 2015 FIRST Showcase October 10 & 11, and enjoyed workshops, exhibits, pit tours and
exciting robotics competition matches! The article urged people to see a variety of robots in various stages of
construction and operation at this day of robot love at the Bob Martinez Sports Complex in Tampa.
For FTC teams, the day served as a scrimmage and build day. While working on their robot and game strategy,
Team Maelstrom had the opportunity to mingle with other local FTC teams, demonstrate our unique robot
design, and answer questions from other teams as well as the general public who wondered thru the event. We
also found time to have a little fun as the pirates invaded!
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Outreach: Robot Demo
Date:

Friday, October 23, 2015

Location:

Terrace Community Middle School

Attendees: Manu Gummaraju

We brought the FRC robot to TCMS during their fall festival for a demonstration. They had a table set up for us
and we had a banner and tri-fold display explaining what Middleton Robotics Club is all about. Many people
came over to our table asking about us and the game for the FTC season. We let some of the middle school
students drive the FRC robot we had with us that day. We had 2 totes there for them to try stacking with the
robot. I think we raised awareness about Middleton robotics. We are hoping it will encourage some of the
middle school students to come to Middleton and join our robotics program.

Manu Gummaraju standing with Ruchi Korde and Nick Drobes
of FRC Team 1369-Minotaur.

Manu, Ruchi and Nick helping a little girl work the controls to
drive the FRC robot.
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Outreach: Yogurtology
Date:

Monday, November 2, 2015

Location:

Yogurtology, North Dale Mabry Hwy, Tampa

Attendees: Varun Madabushi, Victor Abrego, Jaime Abrego, Ronald Carvajal, Adam Cook, Jonathan Goldney

While at Yogurtology, people would enter and immediately spot the robot, wondering what the event was
about. During this time, we would ask if they would like to learn more about the robot, our team and Middleton
Robotics. Staring with describing First Tech Challenge, we walked them through this year’s game and explained
how each part of the robot was created in order to complete the various tasks. Adam brought his ipad so we
could show the game video on YouTube. People enjoyed learning about how we planned out and executed the
system, going through the names and functions of all the parts on the robot. In some cases we even allowed
people to control the robot after showing them the programing and control system layout.

Varun and Victor practicing driving the robot.

Adam and Jonathan looking over the wiring.
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Outreach: Community Clean-Up
Date:

Saturday, November 7, 2015

Location:

Middleton High School

Attendees: Adam Cook, Mandela Lee, Jason Ramos

Notes from Mandela: Yesterday morning we went to the Middleton neighborhood cleanup. After signing in we each
got safety vests, gloves and garbage bags. We walked around the front of the school and collected trash and then as a
group we walked around the side of the school talking and collecting trash. We collected all the trash we could find
within the school grounds. After we dropped off our bags at the front of the school we had a picnic and played games
like tug of war, Frisbee, soccer and then there was dancing. I enjoyed the day, it was fun. We got to meet other
Middleton students, have interaction with other groups while we cleaned up the school.
Notes from Adam: We went to Middleton high school to set up for the community cleanup. Once people started
arriving I found the rest of the robotics group that came. There were 29 students from the robotics club there to help
along with more than 100 other students there from other clubs. We all got signed in and received our safety vests.
We then split up into groups and I was in a group with Mandela. Our group went out to streets along the school
property then cut into the school court yard to pick up garbage there. After we were done collecting trash we found
we went back to the front of the school dropped off our garbage bags and vests. Then we had a picnic with music and
games on the front lawn. I feel good for helping to clean up the community and school and to keep everything looking
nice. I enjoyed working with the group I ended up with. I pretty much knew everyone in my group already, but we had
a good time while collecting trash.

The Robotics Club Clean-Up Crew.

<-- Mandela and Adam
picking up trash around
the student parking lot.

Group of robotics club -->
students working down
the side of the school.
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Outreach: Movers for Military
Date:

October & November, 2015

Location:

Middleton High School

Attendees: Jaime Abrego, Victor Abrego, Manu Gummaraju

Once again this year Middleton Robotics participated in the Movers for Military drive. This is our annual
collection drive to support homeless veterans and others in need in the Tampa Bay area. We had 2 large
collection boxes in the robotics room that we worked to fill as a club. The boxes were picked up on Friday,
November 6th by Two Men and a Truck Moving Company. There was a wish list made available and many
robotics Club students pitched in to fill the boxes.
Notes from Manu: I donated a few simple items like razors and tissues. The items the club donated was anything
to help homeless vets. There were sleeping bags, deodorant, canned food, shoes, soap, toothpaste, and much
more donated. I think this is good for us to do because we are giving back to our community. It is nice that we
can use our power as a big club to raise awareness and help.
Notes from Jaime and Victor: I donated some blankets, soaps, razors, and shaving cream. These are going to
homeless veterans. I feel happy that i can help someone in need and that i can make a difference. And just
knowing that i can provide support to someone in a bad situation is a good enough reason to do so.

Jaime Albrego adding his contributions to the
collection boxes.
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Meeting:

Game Reveal & FTC Season Kick-Off

Date:

Saturday, September 12, 2015

Location:

Middleton High School

Attendees: Varun Madabushi, Jaime Abrego, Victor Abrego, Ronald Carvajal, Adam Cook, Jonathan Goldney,
Lars Tatum

Plan:
•
•
•

Attend FTC 2015-16 game reveal
Observe and document playing field layout and scoring opportunities
Start brainstorming with team

Actuals:
The Kickoff for the FTC championship was held at Middleton High School, and began around 9:30 AM in the
school’s auditorium. After the presentation ended and the game was revealed, the teams were able to get on
stage and observe the field. After everyone had gotten familiar with the field and the game materials a
brainstorming session was held in one of the nearby classrooms with fellow MHS FTC team Masquerade. When
everyone headed home a second brainstorming session was held via Skype. During the second meeting the
team made a Google Doc detailing ideas for everyone to look back on.
Game Reveal First Impressions
“It seems unnecessarily complicated” – Jaime Abrego
“When working on our robot we need to stay focused on certain objectives, completing all the objectives will be
practically impossible” – Jonathan Goldney
“End game and autonomous will be especially important this year: - Victor Abrego
“In order to succeed, we’ll need something with lots of mobility, strategies will be interesting, and I think there
are a lot of different ways of looking at it” – Ronald Carvajal
Early Field Impressions
The 90 degree bar above the ramp requires a bit more force to move than expected.
Climbing up the ramps will be very difficult.
The cubes and balls strewn about the field will be tricky to push through.

Adam checking out the field.

Close-up of circuitry.

Close-up of people.

Author/Designer:

Date:

Witness:

Date:
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Meeting:

Brainstorming

Date:

Wednesday, September 16, 2015

Location:

Middleton High School

Attendees: Varun Madabushi, Jaime Abrego, Victor Abrego, Adam Cook, Daniel Couch, Jonathan Goldney,
Jason Ramos, Lars Tatum

Plan:
•
•
•
•

Finish Planning
Evaluate design
Evaluate subsystem
Develop sub teams accordingly

Actuals:
Varun showed team members several models of the drivetrain in CAD. The team decided that their two options
are to either make a drivetrain with treads, like a tank, or to add monster truck wheels.

CAD design with truck tires.

CAD design with wheels

Some tank treads the team
tried to make.

After this the team went back to the model of the drivetrain, the placements of the sprockets were discussed a
bit, to make sure that they would be in an efficient area. The team also took a closer look at the square tubing,
checking thickness and predicting how much pressure it could handle. Placement of the motors was brought up
momentarily, but it was decided that it wasn’t a major issue this early in the planning process. After everyone
agreed that the drivetrain was in good shape for the time being, strategies became the central topic of
discussion. It was decided that since tele-op had plenty of opportunities for points, it was going to be very
important. It was decided that the robot should be able to pick up both types of debris (cubes and balls).
Whether or not the robot will be able to do this with a vertical intake or a diagonal intake is still in debate. For
the time being the team talked about Green Grippy Tread and thought it would be the best product if the tread
idea does turn out to be the best.

Author/Designer:

Date:

Witness:

Date:
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Meeting:

Planning & Sub-Teams

Date:

Friday, September 18, 2015

Location:

Middleton High School

Attendees: Varun Madabushi, Jaime Abrego, Victor Abrego, Ronald Carvajal, Adam Cook, Daniel Couch,
Manu Gummaraju, Jason Ramos, Lars Tatum, Orlando Ventura
Plan:
•
•

Get the new members used to everyone
Organize new freshmen into sub-teams and communicate ideas

Actuals:
New freshmen members were brought in to the team. Everyone introduced themselves in order to make
everyone feel comfortable with each other, along with telling their skills. The freshmen then went to watch the
game video shown from the kickoff so they understood everything. After this they were informed about the
tournament system, and they were told about the importance of scouting and gracious professionalism. For a
brief moment the team discussed previous games and team strategies. Freshmen were then put into sub-teams
(updated below) and informed about the meeting Sunday 9/20.
Sub Teams
Drivetrain Team – Varun, Lars, Adam, Manu
Scoring – Johnathan, Victor, Jaime, Orlando
Hanging – Jason, Daniel, Mandela
People & Lights – Ronald
Driving – To be announced
Notebook – Everyone!
Freshmen Thoughts:
“This year’s game seems really interesting, and the robot will probably be pretty complex. My new teammates
seem like nice people and I am excited to work with them. The main reason I joined robotics is because it will
help me with me goal of becoming an aeronautical engineer. It will also help me make connections, and new
friends.”
-Manu
“I think that FTC is a great program to learn robotics in. The concept of making something that can do something
a human can fascinates me. I really like the fact that the adults mainly sit back and watch, allowing us to do
everything independently. It shows what kids can really do”
-Orlando
“I think that the team will be very successful, I have confidence that we will make it to worlds and beyond.
Robotics allows me to learn more about electronics in a hands-on environment, and it’s just fun in general. I
have high hopes this year.”
-Mandela
Author/Designer:

Date:

Witness:

Date:
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Meeting:

Monster Truck

Date:

Sunday, September 20, 2015

Location:

Madabushi house

Attendees: Varun Madabushi, Jaime Abrego, Victor Abrego, Ronald Carvajal, Adam Cook, Daniel Couch,
Jonathan Goldney, Manu Gummaraju, Mandela Lee, Jason Ramos, Lars Tatum, Orlando Ventura

Plan:
•
•
•

Assemble Field
Attach wheels to drivetrain
Set up disassembled parts, mats, and treads

Actuals:
The freshmen disassembled and sorted previous year’s parts as Jaime, Daniel, Adam, Jon and Victor assembled
the practice field. Jason, Lars and Varun put 2 monster truck wheels on the back drivetrain frame. The team was
hoping to get at least a few team members to paint the Actibotix C-channels while the wheels were being
installed.
The robot successfully climbed up the middle of the mountain, after the phone was hooked up. Everyone was
enthusiastic! The lack of regular wheels made us realize that monster truck tires made great pushing wheels.
They were also able to climb over debris, while the normal wheels just pushed it forward. The team decided
they needed to make a thinner drivetrain since the robot barely fit onto the ramp. People decided that the first
churro (bar going across the ramp) will be a challenge but after that it won’t be as difficult and that the third
churro is also be a problem.

Truck tires installed on the back of the drivetrain.

Our first set of front wheels – omni-directional.

Varun switching out the front wheels.

Up the mountain with stealth wheels & some help.

Author/Designer:

Date:

Witness:

Date:
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Meeting:

Tweaking the Drivetrain

Date:

Friday, September 25, 2015

Location:

Middleton High School

Attendees: Varun Madabushi, Jaime Abrego, Ronald Carvajal, Adam Cook, Daniel Couch, Jonathan Goldney,
Manu Gummaraju, Mandela Lee, Lars Tatum, Orlando Ventura

Plan:
•
•

Redesign drivetrain in Inventor
Brainstorm lift and tipping issues

Actuals:
Lars worked on the drivetrain in Inventor. The structure had a problem since it couldn’t withstand too much
vertical pressure and would tip over easily. Lars consulted with club president, Alex DiMartino, who suggested
possible solutions.
Freshmen did drilling work and nominated Manu as our safety inspector.
Lars helped Jaime with Inventor tips. Daniel and Mandela discussed mathematics such as gear ratios, RPM, and
torque. Teeth are being cut off sprockets for treads. Lars is finishing Inventor designs and Jonathan cut more cchannels.

Step 1: Generic 4-wheel drivetrain.

Step 3: Drivetrain with motors attached.

Step 2: Drivetrain with added vertical support bars.

Step 4: Drivetrain with proposed added intake ramp.

Author/Designer:

Date:

Witness:

Date:
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Meeting:

Design Research

Date:

Wednesday, September 30, 2015

Location:

Middleton High School

Attendees: Varun Madabushi, Jaime Abrego, Victor Abrego, Ronald Carvajal, Adam Cook, Daniel Couch,
Jonathan Goldney, Manu Gummaraju, Jason Ramos, Lars Tatum, Orlando Ventura

Plan:
•
•

More Inventor work
Design ideas for bucket and lift

Actuals:
Varun tried to finish the bandsaw model. Jonathan surfed the FTC sub-reddit, hoping to find any advancements
made by other groups that could benefit the team. Victor worked on a prototype for the bucket, while Lars went
to work on a winch for the lifting mechanism. Jonathan showed Ronald the basics of inventor, so he can keep up
with the design process a little better. Varun talked strategy, saying that he doesn't want to make a “perfect
robot” for the first competition, because he wants to improve dramatically before the second competition.

Author/Designer:

Date:

Witness:

Date:
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Meeting:

All Things CAD

Date:

Friday, October 2, 2015

Location:

Middleton High School

Attendees: Varun Madabushi, Jaime Abrego, Ronald Carvajal, Adam Cook, Daniel Couch, Jonathan Goldney,
Mandela Lee, Jason Ramos, Lars Tatum, Orlando Ventura

Plan:
•
•
•

Team announcements
Finish up the CAD
Dean List Award nominations discussion

Actuals:
Varun started the meeting with a few announcements. He reminded everyone to turn in their media release
forms, since there were a few people who hadn’t turned it in yet for Roboticon. Afterwards he checked to see
who attended outreach events, Goldney and Adam have attended a few events, and offered to write on them
for the notebook. The Dean award was also mentioned, but it was still unclear who would apply.
After the announcements Varun and Lars began to work on the CAD model, using some tips that Victor posted
on Telegram. Johnathan continued to surf the FTC sub-reddit, looking for helpful news, and possible ideas.
Varun and Lars discussed a good angle for the bucket ramp. After they decided what a good angle was, Varun
helped Mandela with some basic physics so that way he could assist him later on with some calculations. Jaime
assisted Ronald with the notebook. Mr. Mead assisted some of the students with problems they were having
with CAD, mainly technical problems.
Jaime and Ronald discussed possible candidates for the Dean award. Ultimately they decided that the best
course of action would be to wait until Saturday and have everyone do an anonymous vote. Jaime and Ronald
checked the necessities for the award however, to see who was eligible. So far the possible candidates are Jason
Ramos, Ronald Carvajal, Varun Madabushi, and Lars Tatum.
Varun and Lars finally completed the CAD they were working on. Here are the Actobotix build steps:

Generic drivetrain base.

Attached motors and servos to base.

Author/Designer:

Date:

Witness:

Date:
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Meeting:

All Things CAD

Date:

Friday, October 2, 2015

Location:

Middleton High School

Attendees: Varun Madabushi, Jaime Abrego, Ronald Carvajal, Adam Cook, Daniel Couch, Jonathan Goldney,
Mandela Lee, Jason Ramos, Lars Tatum, Orlando Ventura

Added vertical support bars to base.

Added scoring bucket to vertical support bars.

Added collection ramp to bucket.

Author/Designer:

Date:

Witness:

Date:
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Meeting:

Got Drivetrain?

Date:

Saturday, October 3, 2015

Location:

Madabushi Home

Attendees: Varun Madabushi, Jaime Abrego, Victor Abrego, Ronald Carvajal, Adam Cook, Daniel Couch,
Jonathan Goldney, Manu Gummaraju, Mandela Lee, Jason Ramos, Orlando Ventura

Plan:
•
•
•
•

Work on drivetrain
Attach tread and tensioner for stability
Dean’s List nominee
Test what we’ve got

Actuals:
The team has a finalized CAD model now, so it’s time to build. The team decided that instead of putting actual
tank treads, putting Green Grips on the wheels was worth a try. Unfortunately the treads were getting caught
on the chain. Varun got out some washers so the wheels would work better. Jason and Mandela were in charge
of making this happen. Then Jason and Daniel were assigned on-field repair. The team decided to use the
practice robot for Roboticon, and create another bot with Actobotix.
Varun, Daniel, and Victor tried to adapt the CAD model and make a vertical intake. Victor wasn’t sure but after a
“robot in 3 days” they saw that it could work. As this happened Jason helped Jaime attach electronics to
drivetrain so we could begin driving as soon as possible. Ronald studied Minotaur’s engineering notebook from
last year to see what worked and what doesn’t.
Parents suggested putting tension on the tread, and placing a guide in the middle instead of on the wheel. Varun
placed a roller inside a piece of c-channel for the middle guide, having it supported with an L-bracket. The tread
still caught on the chain tho, and they had to try to fix it. Another problem was that the tread came off the
wheel. To fix this we spaced it out even more. Varun also suggested using Tetrix wheels instead of stealth
wheels, since stealth wheels were too slippery for the treads. Turns out the wheels weren’t on the same level.
The guide in the middle also became too unstable as it used too much.
Daniel tried to disable all the apps on the phone. Varun replaced the L-bracket with a flat-bar, hoping that it
would make things more stable. Even after all the changes, the tread still came off the wheel. The team decided
that we couldn’t really do much better today. Another guide would be needed for the faulty wheel.
The team voted for Dean’s List Award Nominees, Varun and Lars won. After the vote, the team decided that it
was time to test the robot. Manu and Jaime attached a vertical c-channel to place the phone. Jason extended
some cables and rest of the team cleared the field. Vatsan gave a speech about triangulation and geo-station
theories. Ronald and Vatsan decided that a good autonomous strategy. As all this went down, Victor and Daniel
worked on a basic form for the intake. The team tried to start the robot, but there were technical difficulties.

Author/Designer:

Date:

Witness:

Date:
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Meeting:

Got Drivetrain?

Date:

Saturday, October 3, 2015

Location:

Madabushi Home

Attendees: Varun Madabushi, Jaime Abrego, Victor Abrego, Ronald Carvajal, Adam Cook, Daniel Couch,
Jonathan Goldney, Manu Gummaraju, Mandela Lee, Jason Ramos, Orlando Ventura

Test bot with proposed Grippy
Green Tread and tensioner design
and electronics.

Side view of test bot with proposed
Grippy Green Tread and tensioner
design.

Author/Designer:

Date:

Witness:

Date:
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Meeting:

C-Channel City

Date:

Wednesday, October 7, 2015

Location:

Middleton High School

Attendees: Varun Madabushi, Jaime Abrego, Victor Abrego, Daniel Couch, Jonathan Goldney, Manu
Gummaraju, Mandela Lee, Jason Ramos, Lars Tatum, Orlando Ventura

Plan:
•
•

Cut C-channels for acti-robot
Improve acti design

Actuals:
Team assigned Manu and Jason to cutting the smaller c-channels. Mr. Mead came in to make sure the team was
being thorough with their cutting. As Varun worked one piece, Mr. Mead took it upon himself to show freshmen
how to operate the cutting machinery. Manu completed all the cuts with Jason’s supervision. Victor went and
viewed Inventor models for the bucket.

Author/Designer:

Date:

Witness:

Date:
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Meeting:

ROBOTICON

Date:

Sunday, October 10, 2015

Location:

University of Tampa

Attendees: Varun Madabushi, Jaime Abrego, Victor Abrego, Ronald Carvajal, Adam Cook, Daniel Couch,
Jonathan Goldney, Manu Gummaraju, Mandela Lee, Jason Ramos, Lars Tatum, Orlando Ventura

Plan:
•
•

Use new Andy Mark wheels
Observe other teams

Actuals:
Team members arrived at different times. Varun stopped at Home Depot to get supplies and we brought in the
robot to the pit area. Alex DeMartino, the Robotics Club President, helped with the wheels to set them up. Mr.
Mead stopped by to observe the team’s progress. Jamie and Ronald volunteered to scout. After scouting, the
team attempted to drive up the ramp on the practice field. The robot made it up to the middle zone and almost
the high zone the team was enthusiastic. However, the treads still fell of when turning. We didn’t have the
supplies with us to make the necessary changes to fix that.

Team setting up pit area.

Alex DiMartino helping Maelstrom with the
Grippy Green Tread.

Author/Designer:

Date:

Witness:

Date:
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Meeting:

ROBOTICON

Date:

Sunday, October 10, 2015

Location:

University of Tampa

Attendees: Varun Madabushi, Jaime Abrego, Victor Abrego, Ronald Carvajal, Adam Cook, Daniel Couch,
Jonathan Goldney, Manu Gummaraju, Mandela Lee, Jason Ramos, Lars Tatum, Orlando Ventura
Scouting observations:
Team KNO3 from Plant High School: Their plan is to reach for the top and pull themselves up. They also want to
score in the buckets are their main points. The problem with the driving up the mountain and pulling up is that
their treads are not working. The main goal for them is to be able to climb the mountain. They say they want to
taus on traction. Their robot does not seem close to full construction. They are the jack-of-all-trades, master of
none.
Team 7263: They have a front wheel drive, a moving arm, and can trigger the zip line. Their intake method is a
wall sweeper. The scoring mechanism is a bucket that movies side to side. They also are not scoring in the
buckets. Their team members do not show respect.
Team 7607 from Jesuit: Using linear slides and omniwheels. Their priority is to hang in the endgame. They don’t
have much complete.
Team 8387: They need weight on the front of their robot because it keeps tipping over backwards when driving
up the mountain. Hanging is their priority. They have no plans to score into the bucket.
Lobster Kids Team: They end their autonomous in the mid-zone to score, can trigger the zipline, score into the
buckets, and hanging is also a priority.
Team Alonso High: They are using linear slides and attempting to push the button. Their plan is to hook onto the
mountain with the linear slides and pull themselves up. They are using moster truck wheels for better traction.
Team 10204 RBEN: They are having trouble with the ramp and can score one by one. The robot also flips on the
mountain. They have plans to change the robot.

Author/Designer:

Date:

Witness:

Date:
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Meeting:

Fixing the Drivetrain

Date:

Friday, October 16, 2015

Location:

Middleton High School

Attendees: Varun Madabushi, Jaime Abrego, Victor Abrego, Ronald Carvajal, Adam Cook, Daniel Couch,
Jonathan Goldney, Manu Gummaraju, Mandela Lee, Jason Ramos, Lars Tatum, Orlando Ventura

Plan:
•

Fix Actobotix Drivetrain

Actuals:
Team members collected themselves into the robotics room. Varun and Manu began working on the drivetrain
while Daniel and Mandela went to work on the practice field. Varun estimated that they would be done with the
wheels by the end of the meeting. The field was abandoned and Victor and Manu worked on drilling the bucket.
Sadly it was too big and the drill press couldn’t clamp it. Disaster ensued when Varun realized the robot was
slightly larger than it could be for competition. We started brainstorming what needed to happen over the
weekend to fix our size problem.

Author/Designer:

Date:

Witness:

Date:
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Meeting:

Make It Fit!

Date:

Saturday, October 17, 2015

Location:

Madabushi Home

Attendees: Varun Madabushi, Jaime Abrego, Victor Abrego, Ronald Carvajal, Adam Cook, Daniel Couch,
Jonathan Goldney, Manu Gummaraju, Lars Tatum, Orlando Ventura

Plan:
•
•

Re-size robot drivetrain
Attach components to the robot (scoring rack and intake)

Actuals:
Varun’s mother offered fiberglass to the team and everyone was pleased with the prospect. Freshmen worked
on putting wheels on the robot. Varun told them to sort Actobotix parts when they could. Team noticed that the
tape on the treads was wider than the tread itself so Jaime took a box cutter and trimmed it. The team
continued to discuss how to fix the robot’s size. Varun decided to measure the c-channels, Victor would cut it,
and Lars would re-assemble. Victor and Daniel discussed ideas on how to keep the balls and cubes in the bucket.
Adam worked on removing a broken phone clasp. Varun had made a prototype intake beforehand, but he
decided to make a few adjustments to it so it functions as it should. They will use rollers if the prototype
functions. Victor cut the c-channel, but it was still slightly too long so Orlando filed off the rest.
Manu and Lars worked on re-assembling the robot while Orlando began to organize the Actobotix pieces. The
wheels were put back on and Lars and Ronald attached the wheels. Manu and Varun put on the treads and the
tensioner. Manu and Ronald then placed the motors on the robot frame.
Jaime and Jonathan drilled holes for the intake. Varun worked with Manu and Orlando to put the treads on and
Lars put motor mounts on to the robot. Orlando wanted to take the motors off of the test robot, but Varun’s
father said that it was a good idea to always have a working bot just in case. Unfortunately Victor found that one
of the wooden dowels was drilled into poorly and that it had to be redone. Lars, Jaime and Manu decided to test
a side without tape on the wheels.

Jamie and Jonathan joining the ends
of the Grippy Green Tread.

Proposed bucket design with 2 exit
doors to dump from either side.

Author/Designer:

Date:

Witness:

Date:
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Adam tightening up screws
while Orlando sorts parts.
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Meeting:

Regrouping

Date:

Friday, October 23, 2015

Location:

Madabushi house

Attendees: Varun Madabushi, Jaime Abrego, Victor Abrego, Ronald Carvajal, Daniel Couch
Plan:
•
•
•

Team organization
More drivetrain work - get it up the ramp
Work on intake

Actuals:
Out team T-shirt order was messed up so we went to get them corrected before starting on our robot build
session. The five members headed to Varun’s house where they had all of their materials.
There Varun’s grandfather helped the team get organized. “We have ten days until the competition to prepare,
and we need to save three days for testing, leaving us with only seven days,” he said. Together they spoke of the
milestones that we needed to achieve. The milestone that they planned to complete first was get a proper,
driving drivetrain, and be able to drive up the ramp.
Varun’s grandfather discussed ideas for tension with Varun. The team noticed that the laces holding the treads
together were fraying with ground contact, so they decided to put tape over them to correct the problem.
Victor’s father helped a bit with construction, as the team prepared some tensioners. They figured it was the
best way to resolve all of their problems – treads falling off, no friction, etc. The team placed the tape on
without a hitch. The tensioners left Varun’s grandfather skeptical, but Varun insisted that they test it.
Meanwhile, Jaime worked with his father to create a possible other suggestion provided by Varun’s grandpa.
Victor went off to construct the intake, using plans. When the tensioners were done, the team connected the
battery. They turned it on, and it was able to spin in circles successfully. However, one of the wheels was out of
alignment, so they decided to have a longer C-Channel for the tension. Also, the center structure of the
drivetrain wasn’t tightened all the way, so Daniel got to work on adding a few more screws.
Varun showed Jaime and Ronald how to work with electronics, so they could help with hooking things up.
During a break the team discussed strategy. They shared their thoughts on the robot and expressed their
confidence levels. Daniel and Victor worked a bit more on the intake, until Daniel had to leave.

Author/Designer:

Date:

Witness:

Date:
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Meeting:

Drivetrain & Intake

Date:

Saturday, October 24, 2015

Location:

Madabushi Home

Attendees: Varun Madabushi, Adam Cook, Daniel Couch, Jonathan Goldney, Manu Gummaraju, Orlando
Ventura

Plan:
•
•

Finish testing and tweaking drivetrain
Work on intake

Actuals:
As we started to test out the drive train, we were we found out that the belt wasn’t tensioned correctly and the
tread was falling off too easily. We exchanged the U-brackets for C-channels that tensioned the tread in three
places along the top of it. When driving forward, the treads ran fine, but when reversing, it slipped off of the
flanged wheel. When testing it over and over, it started to slip off. So we started to brainstorm ideas on how to
fix this issue. One idea: adding another support to add to the other side of the C channel that tensions the treads
to make it where it will not move at all.
In order to do so we would have to see how the intake would be set up so we switched from focusing on the
drive train to focusing on the intake system and how can make it work with our bot. We decided to use Tetrix
parts to make the vertical intake. The intake system consists of two vertical Tetrix C-channels and three wooden
dowels running up it. The C-channels had to have hole drilled into them to fit with the Actobotix drive train. The
dowels have sprockets on it so a chain can run along it and spin the dowels in unison. The dowels have screws
drilled into them which the surgical tubing can fit into.
There will be one motor which turns the chain which spins the dowels that propels the debris upward along a
vertical Lexan sheet. And since the intake is in the front of the robot, then there will be a Lexan sheet at an angle
so the debris slides into the bucket. The bucket is on a servo to tilt either way depending on what side we are
on. We got as far as the vertical C-channels and the dowels but then Jonathan’s dad recommended that we
extend the C-channel along the treads for stability. We ended the meeting working on that.

<-- The robot with Green
Grippy Tread and c-channel
guides on each side. The
bucket is also installed.

Jonathan drilling the -->
dowel for the collector.

Author/Designer:

Date:

Witness:

Date:
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Meeting:

Intake

Date:

Sunday, October 25, 2015

Location:

Madabushi house

Attendees: Varun Madabushi, Jaime Abrego, Victor Abrego, Ronald Carvajal, Adam Cook, Daniel Couch,
Jonathan Goldney, Jason Ramos, Lars Tatum

Plan:
•
•

Finish debris collector
Get something from intake to bucket, then from bucket to scoring

Actuals:
Intake modified with a metal curve at the bottom. They discussed how to get debris from the bucket. There
were two options: a 45 degree turn over the intake wall, or a smooth carve. It was planned to do the smooth
carve; however the team would need to heat the plastic to bend it. Ronald helped Adam’s mother organize the
notebook, since some entries weren’t typed.
The intake was bit loose on the robot, and it needed to be tightened. Varun’s and Jonathan’s fathers went out to
buy materials. Varun taught Jaime how to tension the drive. Victor and Jason worked on making an official
scouting sheet (see page D-6), and Daniel worked on a CAD model for the new wheels.
Varun and Ronald attached the bottom curve to the backdrop and tried to attach it to the robot. However, the
backdrop was backwards, so Ronald re-drilled holes on the other side so it’ll fit. Jason and Jonathan’s father
discussed possible problems with the wheels, then they drilled a plate to it. With the backdrop finished, the
team was able to finally test the whole intake, they noticed debris kept flying out the sides so they planned to
put sides on the intake and something to bounce the debris onto the bridge loading to the bucket.
Varun and Ronald took measurements for Jonathan to cut. The team decided to go with the 45 degree angle for
the bridge. Jonathan cut the plastic with the assistance of Varun’s father. Jason drilled into the new wheels, so
all would have a plate. Jonathan finished the sides, but Varun noticed that one edge needed to be etched a bit,
leading in front for the intake axis. After it was cut by Victor, the team noticed they needed to cut off a corner so
it would fit better.
Jaime and Ronald spray painted some of the C-Channels. Manu arrived a bit late, and helped Varun shift the
bucket down a bit, so the bridge between the intake and the bucket would be at a steeper angle. Daniel began
to put the new wheels onto the drive train. Manu finished re-attaching the bucket, so Varun helped Daniel
attach the tread.
The team encountered a huge problem when attaching the new v-belt tread. It was sinking too far into the
wheel groove, making it basically useless. Varun decided to 3D print better wheels. Varun’s father tried to tell
Varun that it wasn’t a problem, which sparked a huge team discussion trying to figure out our next move. They
decided to test out the bot anyway, to see if we can learn anything.

Author/Designer:

Date:

Witness:

Date:
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Meeting:

Intake

Date:

Sunday, October 25, 2015

Location:

Madabushi house

Attendees: Varun Madabushi, Jaime Abrego, Victor Abrego, Ronald Carvajal, Adam Cook, Daniel Couch,
Jonathan Goldney, Jason Ramos, Lars Tatum

Victor got to work on the bridge, and Adam converted CAD models to JPEGs and Daniel loaded pictures of the
robot from our Telegram app onto the Google Drive for the notebook. Varun and Victor worked on the bridge,
while the rest of the team packed everything up so we could leave.

Victor’s intake diagram.

V-belt and pulley wheels.

Daniel and Jaime installing the intake.

Jason adjusting the chain.

Author/Designer:

Date:

Witness:

Date:
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Close up of the intake dowels.

The robot with intake installed.
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Meeting:

3D Printed Wheels

Date:

Thursday, October 29, 2015

Location:

Middleton High School

Attendees: Varun Madabushi, Jaime Abrego, Victor Abrego, Adam Cook, Daniel Couch, Jonathan Goldney,
Manu Gummaraju, Mandela Lee, Lars Tatum

Plan:
•
•

Install new wheels
Wire up electronics

Actuals:
We all checked out the newly 3D printed wheels. They needed a little sanding, then we put them on. We only
have two wheels so far but plan to use them for testing while we wait for the other two wheels. The group then
started to fix the wiring on the robot. The wiring was a bit of a mess, hanging out all over the place. Some of the
team started to talk about design ideas for a chute. I don’t think we got as much done as we hoped, but we were
all excited about the new wheels.

Close-up of our newly printed wheels.

The team installing the new wheels.

Side view of
the robot with
2 installed
3D printed
wheels and
the tread.

Author/Designer:

Date:

Witness:

Date:
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Meeting:

D-1 Halloween Res-Q Day

Date:

Friday, October 30, 2015

Location:

Varun’s Garage

Attendees: Varun Madabushi, Ronald Carvajal, Jonathan Goldney, Manu Gummaraju, Mandela Lee, Jason
Ramos, Lars Tatum

Plan:
•
•

Finish wheels and treads
Finish the intake and bucket mechanism

Actuals:
The team headed to Varun’s house after school. Before they got to work, they decided to prioritize. They
decided intake would be a good thing to focus on. Fixing the short side-shield with some plastic would be one of
the first steps. Funnel for the bucket will need some adjusting. Before starting construction they measured the
robot to make sure it was legal. After determining that everything was okay, they began. Varun and Manu
began to cut some plastic for the side shield. Lars got to work on attaching the electronics board. Mandela and
Manu attached the plate. Ronald found two hinges which Goldney could use for side panels for bucket. The
team discussed the papers required for the scrimmage. Mandela and Varun tightened chains for the intake.
Lars attached the electronics and Manu helped. The team then took a break and proceeded to discuss strategy
options. When that was done they got back to work. The plastic flaps for the bucket were cut and drilled by
Ronald and Goldney. Later Ronald screwed them onto the bucket itself. The team began to clean up and get
everything ready for next day’s competition. The remaining members then discussed preparation and
everyone’s role.

Robot intake 2.0

Author/Designer:

Date:

Witness:

Date:
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Meeting:

Halloween Res-Q

Date:

Saturday, October 31, 2015

Location:

Keystone Prep. High School

Attendees: Varun Madabushi, Jaime Abrego, Victor Abrego, Ronald Carvajal, Adam Cook, Daniel Couch,
Jonathan Goldney, Manu Gummaraju, Mandela Lee, Jason Ramos, Lars Tatum, Orlando Ventura

Plan:
•
•
•

Speak with other teams
Perfect drive train ( Mount the phone clamp and electronics; finish the belt)
Have a good time!

Actuals:
The team gathered in the pit area and organized the tools and equipment on the table. Orlando was dressed like
the “Phantom of the Opera” in order to win the costume contest taking place because it was Halloween. Daniel
began to attach the bucket to the robot with the servo and trimmed the bridge so it didn’t block the bucket.
Jaime and Ronald started to scout a few other teams and Lars wired up all of the electronics. Most of the rest of
the team went outside to work on the treads. They used contact cement to secure the Grippy Green Treads to
the V belt.
The 9/64 drill bit needed to drill the Actobotix holes was broken, so we borrowed a bit from our sister team
Masquerade. The holes being drilled were into a piece used to hold the bridge up. Adam cut Lexan to make the
flap on the other side of the bucket. Manu tried to attach the bridge, but that was put off for later because the
first scrimmage match was coming up fast and we needed a moving robot.
The first tread was done and holding up good so work on the second one commenced. Alex DiMartino and Surya
Balaji, members of the Robotics Club leadership, showed up. Varun showed Ronald some basics of
programming, and after a quick break, they took the robot for a field test. The team was less than ecstatic
though, when the robot began to malfunction. On one side, the green strips fell off the V belt. The controllers
also did not work as they were supposed to. Daniel mentioned that the intake might have to be redesigned.
When the robot tried to climb the ramp some screws and nuts fell off. Servos for the bucket did nothing and
were probably broken, and debris sometimes stayed stuck on the bucket.
The team took the robot back to the Pit and talked about solutions over lunch. The schedules were handed out
and we were in the first match. In the first match, Varun and Lars drove while Victor coached. In this match, we
were a push-bot and basically just dragged the debris into the floor goals. We won, but not by much. We went
back to the Pit and fixed the bucket and intake. In the second match, the servo was not lined up to the bucket so
when the bucket was supposed to be level, it was tilted. We faced Masquerade’s robot in this match so we did
not expect to win, but their bucket’s door jammed. They still scored in the floor goal, but with Lars tilting the
bucket back and forth to keep the debris in the middle, we managed to score in the low goal on the mountain.
We won that match 18-26. After that, we replaced the treads with wheels until we fixed the treads.
In the last match, Manu and Orlando drove with Varun was the coach. They did not score much, but luckily still
won the match. In the awards ceremony, the team won two trophies, one being first place for the 3-0 record
and the other for our engineering notebook, all thanks to Mrs. Cook. We left in high spirits and plans to redo
some of the robot.
Author/Designer:

Date:

Witness:

Date:
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Meeting:

Halloween Res-Q

Date:

Saturday, October 31, 2015

Location:

Keystone Prep. High School

Attendees: Varun Madabushi, Jaime Abrego, Victor Abrego, Ronald Carvajal, Adam Cook, Daniel Couch,
Jonathan Goldney, Manu Gummaraju, Mandela Lee, Jason Ramos, Lars Tatum, Orlando Ventura

Scouting Notes :
Team name : Alonso
Tele-op : “In the way”
Autonomous : Not yet
Indicator
Rescue
Mountain : low / some
Collection
All Clear
Defense
Autonomous
Bonus notes

Team # 3073

Team name : Warrior bots
Team # : 9175
Push thing, help with churos
3D printed wheels in middle

Team Name : Hydra
Moves, at least medium, rescue, hanging
Team number : 4960
Drive, lift cubes and some sort of autonomous.
Robot repair
Hanging, colours during autonomous, zipline, winch
Team Name : R13EN
Not pulling, flat
Team Name : KNos **
Up to medium goal
Huny?
Lynx motion treads
3D printed wheels

Team # : 10204

Alex DiMartino’s intake idea.

Think Award and Winning Alliance Award
Author/Designer:

Date:

Witness:

Date:
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Meeting:

Halloween Res-Q

Date:

Saturday, October 31, 2015

Location:

Keystone Prep. High School

Attendees: Varun Madabushi, Jaime Abrego, Victor Abrego, Ronald Carvajal, Adam Cook, Daniel Couch,
Jonathan Goldney, Manu Gummaraju, Mandela Lee, Jason Ramos, Lars Tatum, Orlando Ventura

Mandela and Varun working on the
bucket assembly.

Victor cluing Grippy Green Tread to
the V-belts.

Varun tweaking the programming.

Close up of the treads on the V-belt,
on the pulley wheels.

Author/Designer:

Date:

Witness:

Date:
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Meeting:
Date:

Sunday, November 1, 2015

Location:

Madabushi House

Attendees: Varun Madabushi, Alex DiMartino
Plan:
•
•

Discuss scoring strategy
Design new scoring mechanism

Actuals:
The two of us decided to play around with a new design. This design combined aspects of designs we've seen
before and we know will be successful. Our new strategy focused on scoring on the high goal, but doesn't take a
long time to drive all the way up to the high goal. We think using a single stage linear slide will allow us to score
points in the high goal (which is worth a lot) without sacrificing time or points from driving onto the ramp.
The new slide lets us reach out one zone ahead of us (low to mid, mid to high) and score. The slides, made out of
80/20, and the bucket is mounted at an angle of about 30 degrees and extends out to the next goal. For the
drivetrain, we plan on using 6 inch wheels, which let us drive all the way up to the mid zone.
In the future, we could add belts over the wheels which would prevent us from falling through the high zone
when there's no ramp below to support us. With that, we could drive to the high zone in preparation for
hanging. The intake will be made as wide as possible (11 inches) and was designed to use one single roller to lift
the balls or cubes up about 7 inches.

Author/Designer:

Date:

Witness:

Date:
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Meeting:

All About Wires

Date:

Wednesday, November 4, 2015

Location:

Middleton High School

Attendees: Jaime Abrego, Victor Abrego, Ronald Carvajal, Daniel Couch, Jonathan Goldney, Mandela Lee
Plan:
•

Rewire

Actuals:
The team decided to remake and organize the electronics board so each individual piece of equipment would be
easily accessible in case something broke, and rewire the robot so that there would be no lose connections.
Adam, Jaime, and Goldney went to go work on setting up the field because we had not really met at school
enough to have built it. The mats and sides were set up, but the mountain still needed to be set up. Ronald took
notes on the positions of the wires so that if they ever got disconnected, it would be easy to remember where to
put them. Victor took apart some cables that were spliced badly and fixed them so that they worked. Daniel
then reconnected them to the equipment with Ronald’s help.

Wiring for the Servo Controller
4 Nothing
3 - Nothing
2 Bucket Servo
1 - Intake Servo
Problem with the Robot:
• Treads: 20% of the tabs came off; should we use rivets or staples?
• Dowels/Intake: It is unnecessarily complicated; the wood is unstable; should we use non-metals dowels
or diagonal intake?
• Wiring: It is disorganized and inefficient; we replaced a few motors that didn’t work well.
• Bucket: The servo is bad; we should use a stronger servo.

Testbot (Motor Controller)

SICI (Motor COntroller

Motor 1

Motor

Motor 2

Motor 1

Top

Bottom

Bottom

Top

Left

Left

Right

Right

Author/Designer:

Date:

Witness:

Date:
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Meeting:

Staple it Together

Date:

Friday, November 6, 2015

Location:

Madabushi house

Attendees: Varun Madabushi, Jaime Abrego, Victor Abrego, Adam Cook, Jonathan Goldney, Manu
Gummaraju

Plan:
•
•
•
•
•

Work on treads
Fix electronics on the old build
Adjust the drivetrain
Replace bucket servo
Start work on collector upgrade

Actuals:
Today’s afterschool meeting at Varun’s house started at 3:00pm and is projected to go until 6:30 pm. The
session started off with Victor cutting new rollers for the robot intake out of PVC. While Victor made the new
rollers Varun soldered extensions to help Jonathan with organizing the wiring inside the robot. The wiring before
was very unorganized and it was hard to do any maintenance inside the robot with the wires all in the way.
Manu was assigned to create a new side panel with “3846” written on it. He made the numbers on the PC then
printed them out and cut them out using a box cutter. We found that to be less than effective because of issues
with edge quality of the cut, so the team decided to buy stickers to use instead. Jaime and Varun later used a
heavy duty stapler to staple the tread pieces to the V- belt to help reinforce the treads. They had some issues
with trying to get the right size staples to go through both the tread piece and the V-belt, but finally got it. The
meeting ended at around 6:30 pm as expected because parents were arriving for pickup and it was getting too
dark to work in the garage.

Varun and Jaime stapling the Grippy Green Tread.

Close up of the finished product.

Author/Designer:

Date:

Witness:

Date:
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Meeting:

Rivet It

Date:

Saturday, November 7, 2015

Location:

Madabushi House

Attendees: Varun Madabushi, Jaime Abrego, Victor Abrego, Ronald Carvajal, Jonathan Goldney, Manu
Gummaraju, Mandela Lee, Orlando Ventura

Plan:
•
•

Decide if the treads are worth it
Figure out a way to keep the Green Grippy Tread on the V-belt

Actuals:
The team decided that the dowels couldn’t be worked on because the 3-D printer caps for the PVC pipes weren’t
made yet. Manu tried to reattach the bridge, but some more material needed to be cut off so the bucket and
bridge wouldn’t touch. Victor fixed some more wires that were frayed by cutting and stripping them. He then
soldered them together and put them into the motor controllers. Manu put too many washers on a screw under
the bucket, prohibiting the bucket from tilting, but immediately fixed it and the bucket turned fine.
A piece of sheet metal was put inside the bucket over to where screws went so that the debris didn’t get stuck
on them and not fall out when they are supposed to. The staples in the treads weren’t holding in the Green
Grippy Tread so Mandela, Orlando, and Manu switched in and out of removing the staples and putting in rivets.
After putting in about ¼ of the rivets, the team noticed that the rivets protruded from the belt a little, making it
that the metals rivets touched the ground, not the actual tread that had the traction. By this point, the rivets
were the only way to hold in the green strips so they continued with it while a parent went to go get a rubber
spray to use over the tread so that the spray went over the metal parts. Ronald, Jaime, and Goldney went and
started to type up a script for the team video. After they finished that, they got Varun to read it time it, because
it has to under a minute long. After doing this, they assigned other parts for the video of moment where to talk.

Mandela and Orlando working on putting the
rivits into the Green Grippy Tread to hold it
on to the V-belt.

Author/Designer:

Date:

Witness:

Date:
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Meeting:

More Drivetrain & Treads

Date:

Sunday, November 8, 2015

Location:

Madabushi house

Attendees: Varun Madabushi, Victor Abrego, Ronald Carvajal, Adam Cook, Manu Gummaraju, Mandela Lee,
Orlando Ventura

Plan:
•
•
•
•

Complete drivetrain
Mount servo, bucket, lift
Autonomous programming
Practice driving

Actuals:
The freshmen continued to enter rivets into the treads. The team decided that the PVC pipes for the intake dowels
probably wouldn’t be put into action until after Middleton Madness. Another problem was that when the robot
moves down the mountain, its back rim gets stuck on the floor, preventing it from moving further without flipping.
That meant that the team would have to change the spacing of the wheels to prevent this from happening. It brought
up another issue. Since the wheels will be at different spaces, the tread would have to bigger. Varun decided that if
they were going to change the wheel spacing that meant that the robot will be using wheels at Middleton Madness.
We don’t have time to create new tread or make the current tread longer. Everyone decided that this was a
reasonable sacrifice. They allowed the freshmen to continue working on the treads, just in case we plan to go back to
them later. They hammered down the rivets and covered them with rubber spray paint so they wouldn’t loose
traction on the mountain. When they moved the wheels, they saw that the intake was getting in the way. They
worked around it by putting the wheels back one ‘flower pattern’. Adam went to make an exploded CAD model for
the team video, and Varun and Victor worked on driving the robot around, testing it. Debris would get caught on tape
at the edge of the bucket, so Varun removed it. Varun decided that they should try to knock down the zipline
switches, but no one had any idea how to achieve the goal.

<-- The rivets in the tread
hammered down.

Side view of robot -->
with wheels again.
.

<-- The tread and rivets
with the rubber paint
applied.

Author/Designer:

Date:

Witness:

Date:
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Meeting:

A Lot of Little Fixes

Date:

Wednesday, November 11, 2015

Location:

Madabushi house

Attendees: Varun Madabushi, Jaime Abrego, Victor Abrego, Adam Cook, Daniel Couch, Manu Gummaraju,
Orlando Ventura

Plan:
•
•
•
•

Mount side panels
Mount servo for climber switches
Autonomous
Remake intake top flap

Actuals:
Orlando and Varun planned out the new flap design using the old flap and aluminum flat bars. Victor, Jaime and
Daniel cut new side panels to protect the wheels from debris using Lexan. Orlando drilled holes into aluminum
flat bars to screw them to the top flap. Victor cut an Actobotics C-channel to make standoffs to support the side
panels past the wheels.
Daniel started work on the servo for hitting the climber switches using a winch servo. Orlando and Varun later
helped Daniel attach the servo while Victor helped Jamie cut the side panels. Then Jamie painted the in
Maelstrom colors. While everything was happening, Manu was typing up engineering notebook entries from
hand-written notes. After lunch Victor and Varun attached the servo for the climbers while Daniel made the
second side panel. Varun then started to fix the coding so we could have driving practice. The team had a
meeting later to fix the side and top panels.

Orlando drilling the bracket.

Victor preparing to make some cuts.

Author/Designer:

Date:

Witness:

Date:
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Executive Summary
FIRST Tech Challenge Team 3846 “Maelstrom” is a robotics team from George S. Middleton High School
in Tampa, FL. We have developed this business plan to outline our team’s goals and objectives for this
season.

FIRST (For Inspiration and Recognition of Science and Technology)
FIRST is a 501(c)(3) not-for-profit organization devoted to helping young people discover and develop a
passion for science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM). Based in Manchester, NH, FIRST was
founded in 1989 by inventor Dean Kamen. FIRST is a Sport for the MindTM where young, innovative, and
creative minds explore science and technology, solving real-world problems and competing in exciting,
hands-on robotics challenges.
The annual programs culminate in an international robotics competition and celebration. Through their
FIRST experience, participants win recognition, gain self-confidence, develop people and life skills, make
new friends, and perhaps discover an unforeseen career path.

The First Mission
“Our mission is to inspire young people to be science and technology leaders, by engaging them
in exciting mentor-based programs that build science, engineering and technology skills, that
inspire innovation, and that foster well-rounded life capabilities including self-confidence,
communication, and leadership.”

FIRST® Tech Challenge
FIRST® Tech Challenge is designed for students who want to compete head to head using an exciting
sports model. Teams design, build, and program their robots to compete on a 12' X 12' field, in an
Alliance format, against other teams. Robots are built from a reusable platform, powered by Android
technology, and programmed using Java. Teams, including Coaches, Mentors, and Volunteers, are
required to develop strategy and build robots based on sound engineering principles, such as rapid
prototyping. Awards are given for the competition, as well as community outreach, design, and other
real-world accomplishments.
Students get to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Design, build, and program robots
Model a real-world engineering process
Apply math and science concepts
Develop strategic problem-solving, organizational, and team-building skills
Build life skills while building robots and work towards participating in tournaments and World
Championship
Compete and cooperate in Alliances at tournaments
Qualify for scholarships at over 150 colleges/universities
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Team 3846, Maelstrom
Mission Statement
As a team, we are committed to learning science and engineering principles through participation in
FIRST robotics programs, and to building an awareness and appreciation for STEM throughout our
community.

About Team Maelstrom
Team Maelstrom hails from Middleton High School in Tampa, Florida, which has a decade-long history in
FIRST robotics. Beginning with an FRC team in 2004, to our first FTC team in 2008, and then a VEX team
in 2012; Middleton Robotics has been setting the standard for gracious professionalism and
performance in FIRST robotics for the state of Florida.
Middleton High School is a Magnet school known for its STEM program – Science, Technology,
Engineering and Mathematics. We are located in Tampa, Florida, which is within Hillsborough County.
The robotics program is supported by the following faculty and administration:
•
•
•
•

Mrs. Kim Moore, Principal
Mrs. Kathy Freriks, Lead Teacher for Magnet Programs
Mr. Scott Mead, Engineering Magnet Teacher
Mrs. Susan Gerena, Engineering Magnet Teacher

Team History
FTC Team 3846 was started in 2009 as the second FTC team at Middleton High School. Originally, it was
named 'Aionios Typonas' which, loosely translated, is Latin for 'infinite hurricane'. After a few
disappointing seasons, the 2012-13 season started with new team leadership and the team was
renamed to Maelstrom.
The name change, new leadership, and new membership had great results. The team won State,
defeating their sister team Masquerade in the championship round, and was invited to the World
Championships where they won their division and made it to the championship round. In 2014, they
won State again, were invited to the newly instituted Super Regional Tournament in San Antonio, TX,
and earned a bid to the World Championships for a second straight year.
The 2014-15 and 2015-16 seasons brought about more changes in leadership and mentorship. In 2015,
the team only made it to the State tournament. This season, the team is excited about the Android
technology being used and are eager to learn. We are looking forward to a successful season of FIRST
Res-Q and representing Middleton High School.
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Team Members
Our team consists of twelve members, all of whom are Middleton High School students. The team has
four returning members, of which two are seniors, two are juniors, four are sophomores, and four are
freshmen. Here's the team roster:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Varun Madabushi, Captain
Jaime Abrego
Victor Abrego
Ronald Carvajal
Adam Cook
Daniel Couch

•
•
•
•
•
•

Jonathan Goldney
Manu Gummaraju
Mandela Lee
Jason Ramos
Lars Tatum
Orlando Ventura

Team Mentor
Vatsan Madabushi
Mr. Madabushi first became involved with robotics as a co-founder of Team Neutrinos four years ago.
He was got involved as a helping hand for Maelstrom three years ago, and this is his first year as team
mentor for the team. Mr. Madabushi has a background in computer science and works as a software
engineer for Verizon Wireless.
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20152015-2016 Season
Important Dates
September 12, 2015

Game Release and FTC Kick-off – Middleton High School, Tampa, FL

October 10, 2015

ROBOTICON, University of Tampa, Tampa, FL

October 31, 2015

Halloween Res-Q, Keystone Prep High School Gymnasium, Odessa, FL

November 14, 2015

Middleton Madness, Middleton High School, Tampa, FL

December 5, 2015

Team Video Submissions Due

December 19, 2015

Tournament #3, Keystone Prep High School Gymnasium, Odessa, FL

January 16, 2016

League Judgement Day, The Hive at John F. Germany Public Library, Tampa, FL

February 13, 2016

Florida State Championship, St. Leo University, Dade City, FL

March 9 - 11, 2016

Super Regional Tournament, Henry Gonzalez Convention Center, San Antonio, TX

April 22-25, 2016

World Championship, St. Louis Union Station, St. Louis, MO
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SWOT Analysis
A SWOT Analysis was used to evaluate the Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats to our
team. The strengths and weaknesses refer to internal factors of the team. The opportunities and threats
refer to external factors the team may encounter.

Strengths

Weaknesses

Interested STEM
Student

Few Skilled Mentors

Team Experience

Recruiting Skilled
Students

School Reputation

Opportunities

Funding

Access to Tools and
Resources

Threats

Securing Sponsors

Loss of Sponsors

Recruiting Skilled
Mentors

Changes in School
Policies

Generate Community
Interest in STEM

Loss of Student
interest

Our SWOT analysis shows that the success and sustainability of the team is primarily impacted by access
to skilled people, financial resources and tools.
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Outreach and Recognition
Outreach Activities
As you can see from the chart below, Team Maelstrom has participated in a number of outreach events
so far this year. For example, we had team members attend Middleton High School's open house to
answer questions about the school and help promote the robotics club. We had members participate in
a neighborhood clean-up thru Keep Tampa Bay Beautiful, and another thru Middleton High School, both
of which were open to our entire robotics club for participation.
We had team members help set up and build Lego 'missions' for the upcoming FLL season, on the same
day as our FTC game reveal. We have held robot demonstrations at a local middle school and a yogurt
shop. We have donated items to local homeless veterans thru the Movers for Military campaign and
continue to collect electronic items for recycling.
In addition to all of that, our team attended Roboticon, an event organized to showcase the FIRST
robotics program to the public. We were able to build that day as well as discuss our robot and game
strategy with other teams and visitors to the event.
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Team Member at Terrace Community Middle School

Maestrom Team Members at ROBOTICON

Team Members at Neighborhood Cleanup, Middleton High School & Surrounding Community

Team Member donating to Movers for
Military campaign
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Team Members helping to clean-up outside
Middleton High School

Super Regionals / Nationals

Travel &
Logistics

Tourney
Support

Misc

Extra Equipment

Robot Build

Registration

Budget
Description
Registration - FIRST FTC Registration
Registration - Event Registration
Registration - State Championship
Registration - League Fees
Registration - MHS STEM Booster Club Dues
Robot Build - Playing Field

$
$
$
$
$
$

Budget
275.00
200.00
200.00
200.00
25.00
100.00

Actual
$ 275.00

$
$
$

250.00
25.00
526.94

Notes

MHS Practice Field kit from AndyMark for FTC

$ 1,288.77

8' banana tap ext cord, Adhesive, ball bearings,
brackets, brass+wood screws, calipers, C-channel,
channels, clamping hub, construction ADH, contact
cement, corner brace, dowel, drawer slides, Dremel
attachment, Epoxy, flat plate, Green Grippy Tread,
grinding stone, hex bolts + nuts, hubs, Jigsaw
blade, Lexan, lock nuts, nuts, pulley, PVC pipes,
right snips, rivets, roller chain, rubber wheel caster,
sanding band, sheet metal, sheet screws, speargun
band rubber, springs, sprockets, ties, V-belt,
washers, wheels, wires

80.00

$

113.97

Practice field

500.00

$

232.41

$ 1,000.00
$ 200.00
$
80.00
$
20.00
$
75.00
$ 200.00
$ 110.00
$ 300.00
$
50.00
$
50.00
$
50.00
$
50.00
$
50.00
$
50.00
$
50.00
$ 500.00
$ 1,800.00
$ 1,000.00
$ 300.00
$ 300.00
$ 100.00
$
50.00
$
50.00
$
50.00

$

39.70

Control support set, electronic base kit, cell
phone chargers
heat tool & chain breaker

$
$
$
$

72.00
118.00
75.00
43.96

student shirts - reimbursed by families
family shirts - reimbursed by families
club
Engineering notebook supplies & giveaways

$

5.36

Robot Build - Robot Build Parts

$ 2,000.00

Robot Build - Robot Painting
Extra Equipment - Major one time purchases (not
every season purchases)
Extra Equipment - Major one time purchases (not
every season purchases)
Extra Equipment - Team Support (Non-Robot items)
Extra Equipment - Pit Area
Miscellaneous - Team T-shirts (Youth)
Miscellaneous - Shirts (Adults & siblings)
Miscellaneous - Sponsor Support
Miscellaneous - Supplies (non-robot)
Tournament Support – Banner
Tournament Support – Costumes
Tournament Support – Giveaways
Tournament Support – Buttons
Travel/Logistics - Meals Event 1
Travel/Logistics - Meals Event 2
Travel/Logistics - Meals Event 3
Travel/Logistics - Meals Event 4
Travel/Logistics - Meals Event 5
Super Regional / National - Registration
Super Regional / National – Team Lodging
Super Regional / National - Lodging for Families
Super Regional / National - Trailer RENTAL
Super Regional / National - Gas for Trailer Transport
Super Regional / National - Meals (Lunch & Dinner)
Super Regional / National - Incidentals
Super Regional / National - Extra Robot Supplies
Super Regional / National - Extra Giveaways

$

100.00

$
$
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Candy bars & Oreos

Worlds

Description

Budget

World Championship - Registration

$

World Championship - Lodging at Championship

$ 1,800.00

World Championship - Lodging for Parents/Family

$ 1,000.00

World Championship - Gas for Trailer Transport

$

300.00

World Championship - Meals (Lunch & Dinner)

$

100.00

World Championship - Incidentals (parking/tolls)

$

50.00

World Championship - Extra Robot Supplies

$

50.00

World Championship - Extra Giveaways (buttons)

$

50.00

Actual

Notes

500.00

$ 14,015.00

$ 3,066.11

Budgeted Expense Summary

Actual Expense Summary

Registration

$

Registration

$

Robot Build
Extra Equipment
Miscellaneous
Tournament Support
Travel/Logistics
Super Regional / National

$ 2,200.00
$ 1,780.00
$ 375.00
$ 510.00
$ 250.00
$ 4,150.00

Robot Build
Extra Equipment
Miscellaneous
Tournament Support
Travel/Logistics
Super Regional / National

$ 1,815.71
$ 386.08
$ 308.96
$
5.36
$
$
-

World Championship

$ 3,850.00

World Championship

$

TOTAL Budgeted Expenses

900.00

$14,015.00

Corporate Sponsors

TOTAL Acutal Expenses

550.00

-

$ 3,066.11

In-Kind Donations

Rockwell Collins Grant 1

$

275.00

Madabushi Family - 1/2 field set

$

272.48

Rockwell Collins Grant 2

$

500.00

Verizon

$

494.17

Madabushi Family - FTC Registration, Control
support set & electronic module base kit'

$

470.04

Total Sponsorship

$ 1,269.17

Family T-shirt payments (36 shirts ordered)

$

216.00

Total In-Kind Donations

$

686.04

Income / Fundraising Summary
Club Dues / Registrations

$ 1,200.00

Team Fundraising Activities
Individual Donations
Corporate Donations
In Kind Donations

$ 658.87
$ 785.69
$ 1,269.17
$ 686.04

Hotel & travel reimbursements (from parents)

$

TOTAL Fundraising & Sponsorships

$ 4,599.77

-
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Fundraising Goals and Activities
Fundraising Activities
As you can see from the chart below, Team Maelstrom has participated in a number of fundraising
activities so far, before and during this FTC season. We already have many more fundraisers planned for
the immediate future. Some fundraisers are conducted with just our team, but many are done in
conjunction with Middleton Robotics and under the Middleton Magnet High School Booster Club.
Fundraising accounts for more than half of our team’s financial goal this season. Each team member is
required to pay $100 in club dues in addition to a minimum of $600 in fundraising for the season.
Individual fundraising can come from corporate sponsorship solicitation, individual donations, in-kind
donations, and of course participation in organized fundraising events.
As we move thru the season we are trying many different fundraising activities in hopes to give every
team member the opportunity to participate wherever and however they are available. Not all
fundraisers have been productive. We will continue to provide opportunities for each student to fulfil
their fundraising goal and to raise the money necessary for our team to build and compete in the ROBOT
League, Florida State Championships, Super Regionals, and hopefully the World Championship.

Completed Fundraising Activities

Planned Fundraising Activities
•
•
•
•
•
•

Yogurtology Yogurt Sales - Oct/Nov 2015
Country Meat Sticks Sale - Oct/Nov 2015
Middleton Madness Concessions – Nov.14
Bed Sheet Sale - Nov.2015
Jewelry Show / Catalog Sale - Nov.2015
Honey Baked Ham Gift Cards - Nov/Dec
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•
•
•
•
•

eBay Sales - Oct/Nov/Dec 2015
Marvel Comic Artwork #2 - Dec.2015
Lightning Ticket Raffle - 1/16/16
FLL Tournament Concessions - 12/5/15
FLL Tournament Concessions - 12/12/15

Corporate Sponsorships
In conjunction with the entire Middleton Robotics Club, Team 3846 - Maelstrom raise funds thru
approximately 400 letters that were sent out asking for corporate sponsorships for our robotics
program. The letter, which was composed by Mr. Rich Berglund and Mr. Jeffrey Butt, explained the
importance of our program, our interaction with the community, and the exposure reach available for
sponsoring corporations and individuals.
This letter pointed out important information about the Middleton Robotics Club, such as:
We are a high school robotics club (consisting of 6 different robotics teams) at Middleton High
School in Tampa
• Middleton is a Hillsborough County School District’s STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering
and Math) magnet high school and it is the first high school in Florida
• Middleton High School is STEM certified by AdvacedEd (and one of only 9 schools in the entire
United States)
• Middleton High School also has a substantial neighborhood (non-magnet) population
• Additionally, Middleton is a Title I school (meaning that it has a large concentration of lowincome students) and struggles with many of the ills that you might hear about with Title I
schools.
The letter then went on to explain why we need corporate sponsorships, how much we value and
appreciate community and corporate support, and the levels of involvement available for them to
choose from. See the next page for a layout of the sponsorship levels available and the corporate
exposure that relates to each giving level. Our corporate sponsors are acknowledged in our press
releases and promotional media and your company’s name will be displayed on at least one of our
robots throughout the School year.
•

The letter also explained our robotics club budget (for all 6 teams) and how our usual fundraising efforts
(car washes, garage sales, auctions, food sales, etc.) just aren’t enough. And thus we are asking for help.
To date, this letter has brought in almost $6,000. That money is being shared among the six Middleton
Robotics Club teams.
Team Maelstrom would like to thank our corporate sponsors for their support. We would also like to
thank Mr. Rich Berglund and Mr. Jeffrey Butt for their creation of our club’s corporate sponsorship
letter-writing campaign.
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Sponsors/Stakeholders
Corporate Sponsors
•
•

Rockwell Collins
Verizon

Team InIn-kind Sponsors
•
•
•

Maelstrom Families - T-shirt reimbursement
Madabushi Family - FTC registration, 1/2 field set, control support set & module base kit
Cook Family - Engineering notebook supplies, cell phone chargers, tournament giveaways
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Resources
FIRST
FIRST Website: www.usfirst.org
FIRST Tech Challenge Website: www.usfirst.org/roboticsprograms/ftc
Robotics Organized Builders of Tampa (ROBOT) League Website: www.usfirst.org/roboticsprograms/ftc

Team Maelstrom Links
Middleton High School Robotics Website: http://middletonrobotics.com
Team 3846 Maelstrom Website: http://middletonrobotics.com/?page_id=9

Social Media
Facebook: www.facebook.com/Middleton-Robotics-172694116158812
Facebook: www.facebook.com/Maelstrom-Team-3846-298843860241991/?fref=ts
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From: "Hans K. Wolf" <hans.wolf@verizon.net>
Date: October 22, 2015 at 8:21:04 PM EDT
To: <vatsan_madabushi@yahoo.com>, <scott.mead@sdhc.k12.fl.us>
Subject: Florida FTC Rockwell Collins Grant
Reply-To: <hans.wolf@verizon.net>
Congratulations, your FTC team 3846 has been awarded a Florida FTC Veteran Team Grant in the
amount of $500. I expect to receive this funds from Rockwell Collins in the next couple of weeks and
will send the check made out to the “Sponsor Organization Name” and sent to the address that was
included on the grant application that you submitted. Please reply to this email and confirm that the
information on the grant application is correct. Your funds will not be distributed until I receive an email
confirmation from you.
I also want to remind you of the grant terms and conditions that are described later in this email. You will
be disqualified from future Florida FTC grants if you do not complete the terms and conditions listed in
the grant application. Prior to the distribution of the check, I will also need to receive the following
requirement:
·

Email a thank you letter addressed to Rockwell Collins to ftc@flfirst.org.
Grant Terms and Conditions:
 Restricted to FTC Teams in Florida that are in good standing with FIRST and Tampa Bay
Robotics Foundation, Inc. Good standing includes completing the requirements of past grants.
 The $275 team registration fee must be paid to FIRST prior to receiving the grant award. Teams
may apply for the grant before paying the registration fee. Funds will not be dispersed until the
team has paid their registration fee.
 The team must fully participate in at least one Meet tournament during the 2015-2016 season.
 The team must have three or more middle school or high school aged student team members in
any combination.
 Display the Rockwell Collins logo on their robot, team website, team marketing materials, etc.
 Write start-of-season thank you letters to Rockwell Collins that should be emailed to
ftc@flfirst.org.
 Write end-of-season team summary and thank you letters to Rockwell Collins that should be
emailed to ftc@flfirst.org.
 The grant award must be spent on items that directly benefit the team. Examples of acceptable
uses of grant funds are: robot parts, tools and equipment, ROBOTC licenses, tournament and
league fees.

Hans K. Wolf
Tampa Bay Robotics Foundation, Inc.
Cell: 813-477-4595
Hans.wolf@verizon.net
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Marvel Comic Raffle
FRC Team Minotaur’s Leif Tvenstrup has a generous and famous grandfather, Bob Layton. Mr. Layton is
an American comic book artist, writer, and editor, notable for his work on Marvel Comics titles such as
Iron Man and Hercules, and for co-founding Valiant Comics with Jim Shooter.
This legendary Marvel comics artist has donated several limited signed comic artworks for our club to
raffle. The first item raffled was an original ink drawing of Iron Man - the value is $200-$250. Each
student who sold raffle tickets received a portion of ticket sales as credit toward their fundraising goal.
The drawing was held on Oct 11th at Roboticon.
Team Maelstrom and all of the students in Middleton Robotics would like to thank Bob and his
grandson, Leif, for making this fundraiser possible.

Bob Layton at the 2014 New York Comic Con.
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Yogurtology Yogurt Sales
Notes from Adam: Tonight the team did a fundraiser and outreach session at Yogurtology. The team
split up into two shifts, 5-7 PM and 7-9 PM. I was there for the earlier shift and while we were there
Ronald, Jonathan and I rewired the robot because some of the wires fell out. Then we did some driving
practice on the mats we brought. The fundraising and outreach didn’t go as well as we hoped because
we didn’t have much traffic coming in that already knew about us being there. Then the manager
informed us that we couldn’t approach regular customers, they had to come to us to talk about
Middleton Robotics. We did have a few sales though and we all ended up getting frozen yogurt while we
were there.
Notes from Jonathan: We took our Maelstrom robot to Yogurtology for a fundraiser and outreach
program. We fixed some wiring issues while we were there, showed some of the staff the FTC challenge
video and answered questions from a few customers. Overall, it was a fun experience.

The robot driving around with Adam’s yogurt.

Adam and Jonathan looking over and discussing
the robot’s wiring issues.
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FTC Team 3846
Bill of Materials

Item

Rule

Actobotics Channel, Axles, Brackets, etc.

RM01a, RM01c

Lexan

RM01a

Sheet Metal

RM01a

Surgical Tubing

RM01b

3D Printed Parts

RM04

V-Belt

RM01c

Traction Material (Green Grippy Tread)

RM01a

WD-40

RM03

Koch #25 Roller Chain

RM01c
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Pre-Tournament Check List
Charge all Tetrix batteries
Charge both cell phones
Check screw tightness
Check strings, tension, tied tightly
Check zip-ties
Is the chain secure? Check tension
Do the motors work?
Is the collection basket functional?
Engineering notebook up-to-date and ready to turn in to judges?
Autonomous, how many programs and are they working properly?
Make sure Samantha is functional
Make sure electronics are good to go
Install Ferrite chokes
Don’t forget to bring:
o Cell phone chargers
o portable eternal cellphone battery
o Extension cords
o Bring tool bag
o Bring tool boxes
o Voltage check/multimeter
o Extra zip-ties
o Hand-outs - candy
o Hats
o Snacks & water
Remember to check that everything is connected!!!!
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Team 3846 – Maelstrom
Res-Q Game Points and Strategy Information
Autonomous Period Scoring
Robot Parked in a Rescue Beacon Repair Zone

5 points

Robot Parked in a Floor Goal

5 points

Robot on the Mountain and Touching the
Floor

5 points

Robot Parked on the Mountain Low Zone

10 points

Robot Parked on the Mountain Mid Zone

20 points

Robot Parked on the Mountain High Zone

40 points

Rescue Beacon Illuminated for an Alliance

20 points per side

Climber in a Shelter

10 points per Climber

Driver-Controlled Period Scoring
Debris Scored in a Floor Goal

1 point each

Debris Scored in a Mountain Low Zone Goal

5 points each

Debris Scored in a Mountain Mid Zone Goal

10 points each

Debris Scored in a Memetain High Zone Goal

15 points each

Robot on the Mountain and Touching the
Floor

5 points

Robot Parked on the Mountain Low Zone

10 points

Robot Parked on the Mountain Mid Zone

20 points

Robot Parked on the Mountain High Zone

40 points

Climber Released/Slid Down the Zip Line each

20 points

Climber in a Shelter

10 points per Climber
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End Game Scoring
Robot Completely Supported by the Pull-up
Bar

80 points

Claim an All Clear Signal

20 points per Signal

Autonomous Strategy
Climbing is very important in this game, with a full climb being worth the most points (40)
·
Develop Climbing Drivetrain
·
Flip-out arm for knocking out the levers and the climbers
With a color sensor mounted on the robot and an autonomous arm (simple arm with servo), scoring the
people and pressing the button is simple and will get us a solid 40 points
·
Build Autonomous arm
·
Apparatus with color sensor and pin for pressing the button

Tele-Op Strategy
•
•
•
•
•

Score balls & cubes
1St competition: Climb to 3rd zone, score?
2nd competition: Climb to 3rd zone, score
faster and in high goal
3rd competition (leagues): Climb, score in all
zones, hang (?)
States onwards: tweaks to improve robot,
driver practice, autonomous practice, etc.

Sub-sections:
- Debris
- Mechanisms?
- Pull up bar
- Robot in animation video
- Hooks
Design(Drive Train)
1. Wheels
2. Tank treads
3. ????
Design(intake)
1. Foam wheels
2. Surgical tubing
3. ????
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Modern Robotics, Inc. has been working closely
with FIRST® and Qualcomm to create a powerful
new control system for the FIRST Tech Challenge
(FTC) competition for the 2015 – 2016
competition season and beyond.
The new system centers on a Qualcomm Snapdragon powered Android device connected to the Modern
Robotics Core range of control modules and sensors. These modules connect via high-speed USB to the
Android platform and provide all the connectivity required to build FTC robots ranging from a simple
platform to kick off experimentation and development to complex competitive robots that will take
teams to the FTC Championships.

The Modern Robotics Core modules can be connected to an Android device or PC controller to create a
powerful robotic system.
The Android device drives the system via USB, connected to the Core Power Distribution Module. Other
modules are connected to the Power Distribution Module’s integrated USB hub.
Any combination of modules can be connected so if a project requires 8 DC motors and 8 servos, 4
Motor Control Modules and 2 Servo Control Modules can be connected together with a Device Interface
to support sensors and other devices.
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Team 3846 – Maelstrom Notes on Modern Robotics Module:
•

DC Motor: Used to power wheel and collection mechanism.

•

CORE Power Distribution: All components are connected to Power Distribution unit.

•

CORE Legacy Module: Used to connect LEGO components

•

Gyro Sensor: Used to measure rotational force

•

HS Server Motor: Used to control rotation of Bucket

•

Battery: Used to power all components

•

CORE Power Distribution: The Modern Robotics Core Power Distribution Module incorporates a
7 port USB 2.0 hub and 6 x 12v power distribution terminals with Anderson PowerPole®
connectors. The Power Distribution Module offers a convenient and safe way to wire your
robot's 12v supply from the battery to all motor, servo and other modules that require 12v. All
modules are protected by a 20A replaceable fuse and an integrated on/off switch.
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SCOUTING SHEET
Team Number: ________________

Team Name: __________________________

Teleop:

Endgame:

General Comments:
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SCOUTING SHEET
Team Number: ________________

Team Name: __________________________

Autonomous: Y__ N__
If Yes:
Indicator: Y__ N__ If Yes: 1__ 2__
Rescue: Y__ N__
Mountain: Low Medium High; Hanging Y__ N__
Collection Method: Y__ N__
If Yes:
All Clear: Y__ N__
Defensive Capability: Y__ N__
Double Autonomous: Y__ N__
Match #

Alliance 1

Opponent 1

General Comments:
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Opponent 2

Win/Loss

Student Training
We had tremendous interest in our Middleton Robotics Club this year with new and returning students.
Although we did not expect this, the club leadership committee embraced it and worked diligently to get
everyone in the correct place. Our student leadership team developed and implemented a comprehensive
training and orientation period. This is a first for Middleton Robotics!
The following training test (pages D-9 thru D-12) was put together by the club student leadership - FTC Captains,
VEX Captain, FRC Captain, and Club President and both VP's. It tries to encompass all the general skills that a
robotics student should have regardless of the program. The test was administered to new and returning
students, and was used to determine which students need to attend training and establish a priority for putting
incoming members on teams. A passing grade of 85% was required, or more training was needed.
The final step for the new robotics students was a “Training Graduation Teamwork Challenge.” This entailed
groups of students working together to unroll and wear a T-shirt that had been soaked with water and frozen
solid. They had 20 minutes to complete the task. Many of the students were surprised at how difficult that task
was to complete in the allotted time.

Students trying to unroll the frozen shirt.

Trying to warm it up on the hot grate.

The winning team!
After the training and “Teamwork Challenge” was completed, the leadership committee assigned new and
returning students to teams. They made best efforts to get students on their first choice team; however we had
more students than slots on the smaller teams (FTC & VEX). They also tried to assign students to the “right”
team based on their interests and career desires mentioned in their student survey and registration forms.
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What’s the best way to settle design disputes?
Play:

